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Extra safe. Extra convenient. Extra versatile.
The Schill cable drums represent a product line to set new standards.
The material used, as well as perfect insulation and proven, customizable details will lead to superior efficiency.

For especially demanding applications, we recommend our high-quality plastic cable drums. They offer
best-possible protection against accidents, are resistant against chemicals, gasoline and oils and are able to
withstand any temperature between -4°F and +140°F. The ergonomically designed carrying handles even
withstand temperatures up to +158°F. An especially practical feature is the locking brake integrated into
the handle. Due to the built-in plug support, the cable will securely remain in its position during transport. A
wide variety of differently equipped models will provide you with all the convenience you need.

Our line of special rubber cable drums is the choice of professionals and represent a product range leaving nothing to be desired. They are made of a type of synthetic rubber which is not only unbreakable, it is also as durable as steel at only a
fraction of the weight. The material is weather-proof between -4°F and +158°F and
resistant against chemicals, oils and petrol. Both handle and drum are protected by
5 years warranty.

The well proven steel cable drums represent the classic product line from Schill. The surface of the
removable side discs is highly resistant against shock and
abrasion. These drums are available in a wide variety of models and comply with all safety and quality
standards. On special request, they are also available in orange or for a slightly higher price in a zinc-coated version. If the drums are often used in outside areas or in rough operations they should be zinc-coated.

The construction and on-stage cable drums are the work-horses within the Schill
product range. They have proven their value in any kind of weather and under any
working condition. These drums are used by energy providers as well as emergency
services and can be equipped precisely to your specifications. Especially useful: In combination with contact rings, the construction cable drums allow unwinding the cable
without interrupting the power supply.

e.g. powered cable drum unit MPL 450. All
drums can be activated and de-activated individually.

Simply ask us
You are looking for a special cable drum that needs to meet specific requirements, be of a specific size, fit into an available space, indoor or outdoor?

Schill GmbH & Co. KG
Bruckstraße 44
D-70734 Fellbach

There is a perfect model for any type of application. No matter, whether
you choose one of our standard models, or a custom made solution, you can
alwways expect numerous intelligent details and experience - the result of
many decades of experience. For we want you to work with utmost efficiency and get the full use of our products.

Telefon: +49 (0) 7 11 57 88 07-0
Telefax: +49 (0) 7 11 57 88 07-44

We are happy to help you!

E-Mail: info@schill.de
Internet: www.schill.de

